Cloud Management Services by
ZNetLive
Step by step assistance for your cloud journey – from initiation to
deployment to management of ongoing operations to cloud cost
optimization, monitoring, and security..
With digitization, cloud computing has become the mainstream. Organizations use cloud to
digitize one or the other aspect of their business. But when they move from traditional systems
to the cloud, they face hardships in shifting and management constraints thereafter.

ZNetLive cloud management services help manage all aspects of an organization’s
digital transformation journey from cloud sourcing to implementation, and
management. We ensure scalable, agile and secure IT environment for your business.

How ZNetLive cloud management services help?

Service features
•

Cloud assessment and planning:
Roadmap and guidance to optimize
workloads, ready your staff, systems,
processes and tools for cloud

•

Infrastructure migration and
deployment: Leverage modern
infrastructure as we address your migration
challenges like cost and skill shortage

•

Operations management: We help
optimize your existing infrastructure for
maximizing your business outcomes

•

Cloud and infrastructure monitoring: We
cover your complete infrastructure stack
including applications, and not just cloud

•

Cost optimization: Resource usage and
spend analytics, usage forecasting, tagging
and audit trails, custom invoicing, capacity
planning and resource optimization.

•

Cloud security: Ensured peace of mind,
while we secure applications and workloads
on cloud

We provide complete IT assessment to guide which applications and data should be moved
to the cloud and which delivery models – public, private or hybrid are best for you.
You get support to identify shadow IT, determine your app groups cloud viability, readiness
and migration associated costs and address security and privacy issues as well. You also get
infrastructure mapping and real time estimation with fair comparison of TCO of running
applications in cloud or on-premises.
.

Operations Management

Migration and Deployment

Infrastructure Security

•

Decide application components you
should migrate

•

Infrastructure configuration
management

•

Security information and event
management

•

Shut down obsolete and inefficient
business applications

•

Backup and disaster recovery

•

•

Lift & Shift data and apps from onpremise to cloud.

•

Identity management

Anti- virus, anti-malware
software

•

Automation and DevOps services

•

Intrusion detection and
remediation

Rearchitect apps or code changes
to enable an application to work
on a different platform.

Improve IT management
capabilities, analytics, reduce TCO,
get better asset flexibility

Get web application firewall,
encryption and key management
services.

ZNetLive cloud management services are a set of capabilities to help you manage all aspects of your cloud journey and your digital
transformation related sourcing, implementation, and management needs.
We are a certified Microsoft, AWS and Google Cloud Partner who can offer you the state of the art IT infrastructure and expertise of
certified Cloud and Information Security experts. So eliminate the complexity and simplify your business continuity with us.
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